MDT AutoSave

Make a program change you wish you hadn’t?
No problem. MDT AutoSave Change Management Software allows you to “undo” the change and restore
program data. AutoSave reduces errors and minimizes downtime of plant floor automation with the ability to
protect, restore, discover and track changes in industrial programmable devices and documents. AutoSave
provides complete control over device programs, including:
•

Fully automated program archival
• Detail change comparison and notification
• Electronic approval and audit trails
• User access and security control

•

Historical record of changes
• Automatic change notification
• Central change repository with automated retrieval

Do you manage remote assets?
AutoSave has you covered. AutoSave enables you to track and analyze
changes made to a large numbers of non-networked devices and easily sync
them to the server. Other benefits include:
• Ability to synchronize many changes (from many sources) at one time
• Bi-directional synchronization: get updates to managed programs
automatically
• Compare the program running in the device to the program on the
engineer’s laptop.

Are you a System Platform user?
We can take care of that too. AutoSave for System Platform captures all object changes as they are made
so even the most recently updated objects, including graphics, templates, instances and more can be restored.
•
•
•
•
•
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Remove undesired changes
Access prior versions of objects
Detect differences in versions
Gain insight into an object’s associations
Restore object changes following a Galaxy restoration

The world’s largest manufacturers safeguard their plant
automation systems with MDT Software
For over 25 years, MDT Software has been a trusted provider of disaster recovery and change management
solutions for leading manufacturers including 3M, Abbot Nutrition, General Mills, Chrysler, Ford, Rio Tinto,
Nestlé Purina, and Water Corporation.
MDT AutoSave has enabled these and other global industry leaders to gain control of escalating automation
challenges and ease change control burdens by securing software assets, reducing time and problems related
to changes, complying with regulatory requirements for audit trails and change authorization, and providing
rapid recovery from failures.

PLANT-WIDE SUPPORT
AutoSave supports the most comprehensive range of devices and editors in the industry from:
•
•
•
•
•

Schneider Electric
FANUC
Bosch Rexroth
Motoman
Denso

•
•
•
•
•

Siemens
Wonderware
Omron
Kuka
Kawasaki

•
•
•
•
•

Mitsubishi
Rockwell Automation
GE
B&R Automation
Atlas Copco and more.

MDT’s strategic partnerships with automation vendors
MDT AutoSave change management software supports any PC-based application and greatest breadth of
automation devices in the industry.

MDT works closely with these automation leaders to provide the tools and support needed for the development
of value-added applications that have proven compatibility with their offerings.

Changes happen. Manage them.
Your company has made a considerable investment in control software to
maximize production. By effectively managing changes in program logic,
automation assets are safeguarded and your investment is protected from
costly errors.
For over 25 years MDT Software has delivered change management and
version control solutions for automated manufacturing devices. MDT has
customers in almost every industry including Automotive, Pharmaceutical/Life
Sciences, Mining & Minerals, Food & Beverage, Petro-Chemical, Airport and
Utilities.
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